


Winemaker

MAURICIO
LORCA
Mauricio Lorca´s  philosophy is based in 

ensuring that modern vineyard management is 

used and seeks to bottle exactly what nature 

provides.

That´s what you will find in our wines: the true 

reflection of our terroir.

The winery is located in Perdriel, Luján de Cuyo, 

since 2008. Mauricio and his dedicated team of 

professionals have been producing premium 

wines for both Foster and Lorca labels.



More than 200 hectares owned in Uco Valley 

and other regions in Mendoza. These vineyards 

which provide the grapes for Lorca wines are 

mainly located in the prestigious Valle de Uco, 

100 kilometers (60 miles) south of the center of 

Mendoza. Considered world-wide a prime 

grape-growing region due to its natural 

qualities. It lies 1,050 to 1,500 meters (3,400 to 

4,900 feet) above sea level; the temperature 

may drop about 25º C (77º F) at night time and 

it o�ers an assortment of micro climates that 

allow the planting of di�erent varieties - each 

with the specific conditions necessary to 

develop and reveal their essence. 

OWN VINEYARDS



Careful vineyard management and extensive 

green harvesting are applied, seeking to 

produce enough grapes per vine only for one 

or two bottles. The reduced number of 

grapes benefit from the concentration of 

tannins and vitality of the vines until the 

indicated time for the harvest. 

The drip irrigation installed uses water from 

the snow melt of the Andes, thus contributing 

natural nutrients and minerals to the soil and, 

ultimately, to the wines.



After a thorough process of auditing our 

winery, we obtained the vegan certification 

and now our products are atamped so that 

consumers know that neither the raw 

material or any component of our wine 

come from animals or their derivatives.

This certification symbolizes our production 

and life philosophy, committing ourselves to 

the environment and being respectful of 

nature and all living beigns.

VEGAN
CERTIFICATION



         








 
  

 














This certification symbolizes our production 

and life philosophy, committing ourselves to 

the environment and being respectful of 

nature and all living begins.

Our wines are produced under the concept 

of LESS INTERVENTION where we work 

with high quality grapes and under the idea 

of not altering the original quality of the 

product with any additional or external 

element.



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Printing date of certificate: 01/10/2020 

Validity of the certificate:  
from: 25/09/2020 
to: 23/08/2023 
Organization code: DC/QAFS B-002/1 
 
Date of certification decision: 25/09/2020 
 

IRAM certifies that: 
 
BODEGAS Y VIÑEDOS MAURICIO LORCA S.A. 
 
Brandsen 1039 - Luján de Cuyo - Pcia. de Mendoza - República Argentina 
 
 
has implemented Food Safety Management System, which fulfills the requirements of the 
following standard: 
 
IRAM-ISO 22000:2018 (ISO 22000:2018, IDT) - "Sistema de gestión de la 
inocuidad de los alimentos. Requisitos para cualquier organización en la 
cadena alimentaria." 
 
Scope: 
 
Elaboration of wine from grapes or wines and its packaging in glass bottle in its 
plant located in Brandsen 1039, Luján de Cuyo, provincia de Mendoza, República 
Argentina. 
 
 
Category:   
CIV: Processing of ambient stable products. 
 
 

This certificate shall be valid provided that 
the Company maintains compliance with 
the requirements in these protocols, as 
well as with the conditions established in 
the SGIA Program and with the 
Certification Agreement DC-R 010 and 
Procedure DC-PG 055 
 

Food Certification Manager Division Manager   
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ISO 22000:2018 sets out the requirements 

for a food safety management system and 

can be certified to it. It maps out what an 

organization needs to do to demonstrate its 

ability to control food safety hazards in order 

to ensure that food is safe. It can be used by 

any organization regardless of its size or 

position in the food chain.

Through this certification, we guarantee to all 

our consumers that there is no 

cross-contamination in all the production of 

our products.

ISO 22000:2018
:FOOD SAFETY
MANAGEMENT



 

Food Certification Manager                                                                                          Division Manager 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Validity of the certificate: 
from: 25/09/2020 
to: 24/09/2023  
 
Organization code: DC/QAB B028/1 
 
Date of certification decision: 25/09/2020 
 
 

IRAM certifies that: 
 
BODEGAS Y VIÑEDOS MAURICIO LORCA S.A. 
 
Brandsen 1039 - Luján de Cuyo - Pcia. de Mendoza - República Argentina  
 
 
has implemented a Good Manufacturing Practices - GMP, which fulfills the requirements of: 
 
IRAM NM 324:2010 - Buenas Prácticas de Manufactura en Industria de 
Alimentos 
 
 
Scope: 
 

Elaboration of wine from grapes or wines and its packaging in glass bottle; in its 
plant located at Brandsen 1039, Luján de Cuyo, provincia de Mendoza, Republica  
Argentina. 
 

This certificate shall be valid provided that 
the Company maintains compliance with 
the requirements in this protocol, as well as 
with the conditions established in the GMP 
Program and with the Certification 
Agreement DC-R 001 and Procedure DC-
PG 129. 

DC-FL 086 – Rev.01 

This certificate shall be valid provided that 

the Company maintains compliance  with 

the requirements in this protocol, as well as 

with the conditions established in the GMP 

Program and with the Certification

GMP GOOD
MANUFACTURING
PRACTICES 



Available for both bottled and bulk wine 

since 2020. Being a trailblazer in the search 

for the maximum expression of the fruit, 

Mauricio Lorca's curiosity for these 

characteristic wines for their intense fruity 

aroma and great complexity, began at the 

end of 2018.

He traveled to Vichigasta, ancestral town of 

La Rioja, in search of the best terroir for his 

own organic wine project.

After a long search and accompanied by the 

last rays of sun that were hiding behind the 

mountain ranges, he arrived at a farm in the 

west of the province which he wanted to 

tour enchanted by its climate, soil and fruit.

ORGANIC
WINES



Our wines are inspired in nature and thus, 

our interest for environmental care. Our main 

goal is quality, which is attained through 

teamwork and our attention to detail during 

the wine process. We are determined to 

preserve the environment and consider the 

next generations, so these are our 

sustainability practices.

SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATION
In progress - Expect to obtain in 2021.
Working on protocol of:
Purchases supply
Quality Control
Oenology
Vineyards
Human Resources

SUSTAINABILITY



We are proud to say that we are constantly 

working on sustainability protocols.

In first place, the quality control: our team is 

currently working in all areas involved to 

assure quality such as oenology, vineyard 

management, and dry goods.



The Lorca winery is the proof that one can 

always exceed an objetive by innovating, 

dreaming, learning and being always in 

movement. It is the  result of a passion for 

wine and the conviction that the best union is 

achieved by sharing what we most enjoy with 

those we most.  



JOIN 
THE WINE
REVOLUTION
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